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The investigation of g*-unipotent semigroups is initiated. These are abundant semigroups in 
which the idempotents form a subsemigroup and every principal left *-ideal has a unique idem- 
potent generator. The structure of super LS?**-unipotent semigroups is explained and used to obtain 
a structure theorem for LZ*-unipotent semigroups which are bands of cancellative monoids. 
Introduction 
Several authors (see for example [1,2,10,12,13,14]) have studied left (right) 
inverse semigroups. These are regular semigroups in which each g-class (P&!-class) 
contains a unique idempotent or equivalently each principal left (right) ideal has a 
unique idempotent generator. Recently, abundant semigroups have been studied in 
several papers [3-71 and analogues of results in the regular theory have been 
obtained. It seems natural therefore, to look for analogues of results obtained in 
the left inverse case. 
Recall that an abundant semigroup is one in which each g*“-class and each 
92*-class contains an idempotent. Here two elements are 9*-related (&?*-related) 
in a semigroup if they are related by Green’s relation g (.% ) in some oversemigroup. 
The abundant analogue of left inverse is g*-unipotent where an abundant semi- 
group is 9*-unipotent if its idempotents form a subsemigroup and each 9*-class 
contains a unique idempotent. Our main results are inspired by those of Bailes [l], 
Edwards [2] and Venkatesan 1131. 
We start in Section 1 by giving a list of equivalent statements that characterise 
9*-unipotent semigroups and investigate a special congruence on such a semigroup. 
We say that a semigroup S is a unipotent right adequate semigroup if it contains 
a unique idempotent e and for a, 6, c E S we have ae = a, and ab = ac * eb = ec. This 
notion is used in Section 2 in the study of a class of 9*-unipotent semigroups. 
We conclude the section by giving a set of equivalent statements that characterise 
5?*-unipotent semigroups which are bands of unipotent right adequate semigroups. 
Super 9?*-unipotent semigroups are considered in Section 3 and we start with several 
characterisations which are used to investigate some of their properties. In Section 
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4 we study super g*-unipotent semigroups on which ,X* is congruence and we give 
a structure theorem for such semigroups. 
We use the notation and terminology of [9]. Other undefined terms can be found 
in the earlier paper [4]. 
1. Basic properties 
A left ideal Z of a semigroup S is a left *-ideal if it is a union of g*-classes. For 
an element a of S, L*(a) denotes the principal left *-ideal generated by a, that is, 
the unique smallest left *-ideal containing a. It is shown in [7] that a5!?*b if and only 
if L*(a)=L*(b). Furthermore, if S is abundant, then L*(a) =L*(e)=Se for some 
idempotent e. If the idempotents of an abundant semigroup S form a subsemigroup, 
then S is said to be quasi-adequate. Clearly in a quasi-adequate semigroup we have 
fef9ef for any idempotents e, f. The following lemma is now clear: 
Lemma 1.1. Let S be a quasi-adequate semigroup and E its band of idempotents. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) S is 2*-unipotent, 
(ii) for any a ES, there is a unique idempotent e in E such that L*(a) =Se, 
(iii) each principal left *-ideal has a unique idempotent generator, 
(iv) fef = ef for any e, f E E. Cl 
The next result is similar to [6, Proposition 1.31 and [4, Proposition 1.31: 
Proposition 1.2. Let S be a semigroup, E its set of idempotents and T the set of 
regular elements in S. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) S is go*-unipotent, 
(ii) T is a left inverse subsemigroup of S and E has non-empty intersection with 
each Y*-class and each B*-class of S, 
(iii) T is a left inverse subsemigroup of S and T has non-empty intersection with 
each g*-class and each a**-class of S, 
(iv) lR:nE12 1 and (L,“n E 1 = 1 for all a E S, and the subsemigroup generated 
by E is regular. 
Proof. If (i) holds, then by definition each 2!*-class and each 52 *-class of S contains 
an idempotent. By [4, Proposition 1.31, T is an orthodox semigroup and by Lemma 
1.1, fef = ef for any e, f E E. Now by [ 11, Theorem I], T is a left inverse semigroup. 
If (ii) holds, then since EC T, (iii) also holds. 
If (iii) holds, then E is a subsemigroup of T. Let aE S, t E Lzn T and t’ be an 
inverse of t. Then by [S, result 91, t’t&?*a, that is, ILznEI 2 1. Similarly, 
/ IR,*flEI 2 1. lL,*nEI = 1 follows from the fact that T is left inverse. 
If (iv) holds, then to establish (i), we have only to show that E is a subsemigroup 
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of S. Since the subsemigroup (E) generated by E is regular and for any e, f E E, 
e&?((E))f if and only if e9?(S)f 181, then (E) is left inverse. In particular, (E) is 
orthodox [l] so that (E) = E. q 
To add some more statements to the list we give as an analogue of [ 12, Theorem l] 
and [2, Theorem 1.11 the following: 
Proposition 1.3. Let S be a quasi-adequate semigroup with band of idempotents E. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) S is 9*-unipotent, 
(ii) eSnfS = efS for any e, f E E, 
(iii) efZ?fe for any e, f E E, 
(iv) on E, Green’s relations 3 and g coincide, 
(v) a+ea=ea for all eeE, aES, a+ER,*nE. 
Proof. We use the fact (Lemma 1.1) that S is G?*-unipotent if and only if fef = ef 
(e, f E E). 
(i) * (ii). If eSnfS= efS, then ef EfS so that fef = ef. Now let fef = ef. Then 
efS=fefS C fS and hence efS c eS C fS. On the other hand, if XE eSnfS, then 
x= ey =fz for some y,z~ S. Therefore x= e(ey) = ex= efz E efS. It follows that 
eS fl fS = efS. 
(i) * (iii). Since ef = fef = fe. ef and fe = efe = ef. fe we have ef.Bfe. 
(iii) * (iv). Let e, f E E be $-related in E. Then it is easy to see that f.?i?fe and 
e%ef. Hence by (iii), e%f and hence (iv) holds. 
(iv) * (i). If e2!?f, then (iv) gives e&?f and consequently e=f. 
(v) e (i). Clear. 0 
Consequently, we have the following corollary which is easily verified. Following 
[8] we denote Green’s relationg on E by E, and the&j?-class containing eE E by E(e). 
Corollary 1.4. Let S be an 9?*-unipotent semigroup with band of idempotents E, 
where E= u,, J E, and 9 = E/E. Then : 
(i) There exists a one-to-one correspondence between E and the set of .9*-classes 
in S. 
(ii) There exists a one-to-one correspondence between 9 and the set of R *-classes 
in S such that a E 3 corresponds to R: if and only if e E E, for any e E E. 
(iii) R,*nE=E (a ) for any aES, a+ER,*nE. ’ 0 
Corollary 1.5. Let S be an 2?!*-unipotent semigroup, E the set of its idempotents and 
9 : S + T a good homomorphism of semigroups, then SB is _!Z?*-unipotent. 
Proof. By [4, Corollary 1.71, SB is a quasi-adequate semigroup whose band of idem- 
potents is {eB: e E E). Then the result follows from Proposition 1.3 and the fact that 
B is a homomorphism. 0 
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It is now clear that the class of 9?*-unipotent semigroups includes left inverse 
semigroups and adequate semigroups, that is, abundant semigroups with com- 
muting idempotents. 
For an element a of an g*-unipotent semigroup S, the unique idempotent in L,* 
is denoted by a*, and a typical idempotent in R,* is denoted by at. We conclude 
this section with an observation about the minimum adequate congruence on S. 
Proposition 1.6. Let S be a quasi-adequate semigroup with band of idempotents E, 
e’={(e,f)~ExE: fe=f and ef=e) 
and Q the minimum good congruence on S containing Q’. Then Q is the minimum 
g*-unipotent good congruence on S. 
Proof. By [4, Lemma 1.5 and Proposition 1.61 it follows that S/Q is a quasi- 
adequate semigroup with band of idempotens {ee: eE E}. Let e@, fe be idempotents 
in S/Q such that eegfe, that is efe = e@ and fee = fe. Notice that fe. efe = fe and 
efe + fe = efe so that (fe, efe) E Q’ c Q. Then 
ee = efe = eefe = eefee = efee = fee = fe 
and S/Q is 9*-unipotent. 
Let el be a good congruence on S such that S/Q, is g*“-unipotent. If (e, f) EQ’, 
then fe15?ee1 so that fel = eel and Q’G el. Therefore Q c Q,. 0 
If S is 9*-unipotent, 
y’={(e,f)~ExE: ef=f, fe=e}, 
and y is the minimum good congruence on S containing y’, then by a similar argu- 
ment to that of the above we have that y is the minimum adequate good congruence 
on S. Now we proceed to find an explicit formula for y on a class of .9*-unipotent 
semigroups. 
Recall from [4] that 6 is defined on S by: aab if and only if E(a’)aE(a*)= 
E(b+)bE(b*) for any a, b E S. 
By [4, Corollary 2.4(2)], ak5b if and only if a =ebf, b =gah, where eEE(b+), 
feE(b*), gEE(a+), hEE(a*). 
From [4, Corollary 2.31 and Corollary 1.4 it follows that 
R,*nE=E(a+)=E(b+)=R;nE 
so that a.C@*b, and by [4, Lemma 2.21, eB*a, f3?*a, g&?*b, h9?*b. Therefore 
aab if and only if a = ba*, b = ab*. 
which is an analogue of [lo, Lemma 2.31. 
Note that for any a, be S, if a= be for some eE E, then a*= b*e and ba*= 
bb *e = be = a. Therefore 
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a = ba* if and only if a = be for some e in E. 
This generalises [lo, Lemma 2.11. Further, it is now clear that 6 is a left con- 
gruence. 
Now suppose S is also idempotent-connected and (9: (at) -+ (a*) is a connecting 
isomorphism for an element a in S. Let eE E. Then eat = ateat E (a’) and ea = 
eata = a(ea+)O. From above we get ea = a(ea)*. It follows that 6 is congruence on 
any idempotent-connected 61?*-unipotent semigroup S. This gives a partial answer 
to the question which was asked in [4, Section 31. In this case, by [4, Proposition 
2.61, 6 is the minimum adequate good congruence on S and hence 6 = y. 
2. Unipotent right-adequate semigroups 
A semigroup S is called unipotent right adequate if S contains a unique idem- 
potent and g* is the universal relation on S. A unipotent left adequate semigroup 
is defined dually. Clearly, T is a cancellative monoid if and only if T is both uni- 
potent right and left adequate. Any left (right) cancellative monoid is a unipotent 
right (left) adequate semigroup, but a unipotent right adequate semigroup need not 
to be left cancellative as the following example from [6] demonstrates: 
Example 2.1. Let A be the infinite cyclic semigroup with generator a and let B be 
the infinite cyclic monoid with generator b and identity e. Let S = A U B and define 
a product on S which extends those on A and B by putting 
a”b”=a”+“, b”anl=b”+” 
for integers m > 0 and n 2 0 where b” = e. 
It is straightforward to check that S is a semigroup with just one idempotent e 
and consists of one 5?*-class. But S is not left cancellative since for example, 
ab = a2. 
Let S be an 9?*-unipotent semigroup with set of idempotents E. Define pL on S by 
a,uL b if and only if (ea)* = (eb)* for any e E E. 
The same argument as that in [3] shows that ,u, is the largest congruence in 9?*. 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of this fact: 
Lemma 2.2. epL is a unipotent right adequate semigroup for any e E E. q 
As in [2] we define the left neutraliser EylL of E in S by 
E~],={xES: (ex)*=ex* for any eeE}. 
Lemma 2.3. EvL = UeGEe,uL 
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Proof. Clearly x E Ey, implies xp,x *. If XE~~A~ for some fe E, then f =x* so that 
(ex)* = (ex*)* = ex* for all e E E and hence XE EqL. 0 
The following corollary is an easy consequence of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3: 
Corollary 2.4. EryL is a band of unipotent right adequate semigroups. 0 
Proposition 2.5. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) each ,uL-class contains an idempotent, 
(ii) 9?*=,uL,, 
(iii) 9* is a congruence, 
(iv) EqL = S, 
(v) S is a band of unipotent right adequate semigroups. 
Proof. If each p,-class contains an idempotent, then apLa* for any aES. Let 
aLZ?*b, then a,uLa* = b*,uLb and ~1~ =9?*. 
Now it is clear that (i), (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. 
If (iii) holds, then exg*ex*, that is, (ex)*= ex* for any eE E, XE S. Therefore 
S=Er/,. 
If (iv) holds, then (v) holds by Corollary 2.4. 
If (v) holds, let S= UaE9 T, be a band of unipotent right adequate semigroups. 
Let e, be the idempotent in T,. If a E T,, e,a, eyea E Tyu. Hence, (eya)* = (eyea)*. 
So, apLe, and thus, ecr E apL. Hence, condition (i) holds. 0 
Corollary 2.6. If S = EqL, then S/pL = E. 
Proof. Define 6’ : S + E by x0=x *. It is clear that f3 is a map of S onto E. Since 
S = EqL, we have for any a, b E S, 
(ab)O=(ab)*=(a*b)*=a*b*=aC3bC3 
so that 8 is a homomorphism. 
Further, if at9= be, then ag*b and so by Proposition 2.5, a,uLb. Clearly a,uLb 
implies a6’ = be. Therefore ker 0 =pL and S/pL - E. 0 
In contrast to the left inverse semigroup case (see [2, Theorem 3.31 or [13, 
Theorem 71) the converse of Corollary 2.6 does not hold as one can see from the 
following example: 
Example 2.7. Let T= (S*x R)U (1) where S* is the dual of the semigroup S in 
Example 2.1 and R = {e;: i EN} is a right zero semigroup. Clearly the idempotents 
of T form a subsemigroup 
E={(e,ej): iEN}U{l}. 
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Using the notation of Example 2.1, it is readily verified that the R *-classes of T are 
{ 1 > and S* x R and the 9*-classes of T are (A x R) U ( 1 > and for each i E N, 
BX {ei}, so that T is an g**-unipotent semigroup. Each BX {e;} is also a pu,-class 
but (A x R) U {l} splits into two puL-classes, A x R and {l}. Thus in view of Pro- 
position 2.5, TfEv,. 
However, the map 19: T-+ E defined by 
1e= 1, (a’“, ei)B = (e, e,), (b”‘,ej)B=(e,ei+i) 
is easily seen to be a surjective homomorphism with ker 8 =puL. Thus T/,uL = E. 
3. Super .9?*-unipotent semigroups 
A superabundant semigroup (see [7]) is an abundant semigroup in which every 
X*-class contains an idempotent. We say that a superabundant _?Z*-unipotent semi- 
group is super 5?*-unipotent. In view of [7, Lemma 1.121, such a semigroup is a dis- 
joint union of cancellative monoids. In our theory, we regard super _F?*-unipotent 
semigroups as the analogue of left inverse semigroups which are unions of groups. 
In this section and the subsequent one we extend some results from [l] and [13] on 
union of groups left inverse semigroups to super .9*-unipotent semigroups. We start 
with the following lemma which follows immediately from the definition: 
Lemma 3.1. Let S be an 9?*-unipotent semigroup, then the following statements are 
equivalent : 
(i) S is superabundant, 
(ii) 9?* c a*, 
(iii) g*=Z*, 
(iv) 9*=X*. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let S be an 9!*-unipotent semigroup. If e, f are B-related idempotents 
in S and a E H:, then af E Hf. 
Proof. Under the hypothesis, it is routine to check that afg*f and afB*f giving 
afeHf*. 0 
Let S be an .9*-unipotent semigroup and E be the set of its idempotents. Let 
E=Ua& E, be the maximal semilattice decomposition of E. Define I$ : S-* 9 by 
a@ = Q if a* E E,. c,b is a well-defined map on S onto 9. If S is a superabundant, 
then by Lemma 3.1 ab2*a*b%*a*b* so that (ab)*.%?*a*b* for any a, b E S. But by 
Corollary 1.4, R,*nE= E(a’) and it follows that @ is a homomorphism. Moreover, 
if a%?*b, then a@ = b@; in particular, @ is good. Note that a@~’ = S, is a subsemi- 
group of S whose set of idempotents is E,, g*(S,) c 9*(S), %*(S,) c ,92*(S) and 
S&G S@. By [7, Proposition 6.51 and Lemma 3.1, $* = 53 * = 92 * on S and for 
any a, b E S a.92 *b implies a, b E S, for some a E 9. On the other hand, if a, b E S, 
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then a@ = b@, that is, a*, b* E E, and by Corollary 1.4 and Lemma 3.1, a.%? *b. We 
abstract the notion of S, as follows: 
Proposition 3.3. Let S be an 9*-unipotent semigroup with band of idempotents E
and E= u,, y E, be the maximal semilattice decomposition of E. For each cr E 9 
define 
S,={XES: x+,x*~E,}. 
Then 
(i) S, is the maximal abundant subsemigroup of S which contains E, as its set 
of idempotents uch that g*(S,) c 9*(S) and Z*(Sa) c s*(S), 
(ii) &OS,=0 if a#jI, 
(iii) .9?* is the universal relation on S,. 0 
Recall from [7] that a semigroup S without zero is called completely$*-simple 
if S is a primitive abundant semigroup whose idempotents generate a regular sub- 
semigroup of S. Now we are in a position to give an analogue of [l, Theorem 2.71 
as follows: 
Proposition 3.4. Under the hypothesis of Proposition 3.3, the following statements 
are equivalent : 
(i) S is superabundant, 
(ii) S,=R:(S) (xES,) for each (XE 9, 
(iii) S= U,, I S,, 
(iv) S is a semilattice of S,‘s (ff E %), 
(v) S is a semilattice X of completely $*-simple semigroups S, (a E X) such 
that for aeX and aES,, Lz(S)=L,*(S,), R,*(S)=R,*(S,). 
Proof. (i) * (ii). By Proposition 3.3, S, C_ R:(S) for any element x of S,. Let y E S 
be such that yZ*x. By Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 1.4, y*, yt E R:n E = E,. Thus 
YES, and S,=R,*(S). 
(ii) * (iv). It is clear that S is a disjoint union of the Sa’s (a E 9). If XE S,, 
YES~, then xy~S,$ and x*~*EE,E~cE,~. But xy~S, say, xy~ S, for some 
y E 9. Since y E Sfl, then y55? *y* so that xy%! *xy *, that is, xy*~ S, and (xv*) =x*y*. 
Thus x*y* E E, and a/I = y. Therefore SnSD c Sap. 
(iv) * (iii). Trivial. 
(iii) * (i). Let a E S, say, a ES,. Then a+, a* E E, and so at92 *a* by Corollary 1.4. 
Therefore aZ*a* and a%?*a*. Hence S is superabundant. 
(i) ti (v). [7, Theorem 6.81. q 
Corollary 3.5. If S is super 9?*-unipotent, then .9?* is a congruence on S. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.4, S is a semilattice of the Sa’s. Let a, 6, c E S be such that 
aB*b, say, R,*(S) = S, and c E Sp, then ac, bee SOD, that is, ac% *bc and % * is a 
congruence. q 
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We now describe the algebraic structure of the subsemigroups S,. 
Proposition 3.6. Let S be a super 9? *-unipotent semigroup with band of idempotents 
E and let S, be as defined in Proposition 3.3. Then S, = MC x E, for some cancella- 
tive monoid M,. 
Proof. For any eE E,, H,* is a cancellative monoid by [7, Lemma 1.121. Let 
M, = H,*. Define I,U :Ma x E, + S, by (a, f)w = af. It is clear from Lemma 3.2 and 
the definition of S, that af E S,. If a, b EM,, J; g E E, and af = bg, then 
a=ae=afe=bge=be=b 
and by Lemma 3.2, f%*af = bgX*g so that f = g. Thus t,~ is one-one. If s E S,, 
then s* E E, so that s*Be. Hence (se,s*) EM, x E, and 
(se,s*)ly=ses*=ss*=s. 
Hence I,V is onto. Note that 
(a9 f )w(b, g)w = afbg 
=abg (f,bES,* bB*f) 
= (ab, g)w 
= (ab, fg)w (fag) 
= ((a, f )(b, g))w. 
Hence v/ is an isomorphism. 0 
4. Bands of cancellative monoids 
The 611*-unipotent semigroups which are bands of cancellative monoids will be in- 
vestigated in this section. The main result is a structure theorem for such semi- 
groups. We start with 
Lemma 4.1. A semigroups S is a band of cancellative monoids if and only if S is 
a superabundant and Y?* is a congruence. 
Proof. Let S= U aE K T, be a band of cancellative monoids T, (a E 2X->, and let e, 
be the identity of T, . Let a E T,, s E Tp, t E T,, be such that as = at. Then aj3 = ay = 6, 
say, and e,s, e,t E T6. Hence aeseas = ae6e, t and since T, is cancellative, we have 
e,s = e, t. Thus ag*e,. Similarly a92 *e, and so S is superabundant. It is easy to see 
that T, = H,* for any a E T, and it follows that GYP+ is a congruence. 
On the other hand if S is superabundant, then each X*-class is a cancellative 
monoid and xX*x2 for any x E S. If .A%‘* is a congruence, then S/X* is a band and 
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the natural homomorphism c$: S + S/3?* defined by x@ = H,* shows that S is a 
band of the ,%*-classes. 0 
Now let S be an 9*-unipotent semigroup with band of idempotents E. We define 
,u =pL 0~~ where pL is as in Section 2 and 
a,uRb if and only if ae.3 *be for any eE E. 
We remark that by [3, Proposition 2. I], Pi, ,uR, p are the largest congruences con- 
tained in 9?*, %* and c?Z? respectively. Thus for eE E, e,u is contained in H,* and 
is easily seen to be cancellative submonoid of H,*. 
We also define Eq= EqL nEq, where EqL is as defined in Section 2 and 
EqR={xeS: x,u,flE#O}. 
It is easy to see that E c Ey. We shall say that E is neutral in S if S = Eq. 
Lemma 4.2. Ev = UeGE ep is a right regular band of cancellative monoids. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1, fef = ef for e, f in E, that is, E is a right regular band. If 
xeEq, then x~Ev,, and (ex)*=ex*= (ex*)* for any e EE. Therefore xpLx*. Also 
XEE~~ and so there exists an idempotent f in R,* such that xe%?*fe for any e EE. 
In particular, x=xx*B*fx* and f%fx*. Thus fx*f =f. Since S is 9*-unipotent, we 
have x*f =f and it follows that 
x*efe=x*fe=fe 
and fex*e=fx*e=(fx)*e=x*e using the facts that XEE~~ and that f%?*x. 
Hence x*e.%fe9?*xe so that xpRx*. Therefore xpx* and XE UeEEep. Now let 
x E fp for some f E E. Then x* = f and (ex)* = ex* for any e E E. Therefore x E EqL. 
Also f Ex,uR fl E. Thus XE Ey, and so XE Eq. 
Hence Eq= UeEE ep and the result follows from the fact that p is a congruence 
and ey is a cancellative monoid for any e EE. 0 
Proposition 4.3. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) S/p=E and (a*p)&Z?*(S/,u) (ap) for any aES, 
(ii) E is neutral in S, 
(iii) each ,u-class contains an idempotent, 
(iv) a*3 *a for any a E S and LZ?* is a congruence, 
(v) YP is a congruence and each X*-class contains an idempotent, 
(vi) S is a band of cancellative monoids. 
Proof. If (i) holds, then S/p is a right regular band, so that .5?* is trivial on S/p. 
Therefore apa* for any a E S and (ea)* = (ea*)* = ea* for any e E E, that is, a E EqL. 
Also a*PA?*a and aeZ*a*e for any eeE so that a E EqR. Therefore aeEy and 
S=Er/. 
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That (iii) follows from (ii) is a consequence of Lemma 4.2. 
If (iii) holds, then apa* for any a ES. Let a, b E S be such that &‘*“6. Then a* = b* 
and apb. Therefore g* =,Y and g* c X* c 5? * so that a*.%? *a for any a E S and (iv) 
holds. 
If (iv) holds, then for any YES, a*&*a, that is, aX*a*. Therefore S is a super 
g*-unipotent and by Lemma 3.1, Y?*= 2 *, that is Z* is a congruence and (v) 
holds. 
From Lemma 4.1 we have that (v) is equivalent to (vi). 
If (v) holds, then &Z?* = %* = ,U and clearly a*pa for any a E S. Define @ : S + E by 
a@ = a*. It is easy to see that @ is a well-defined map of S onto E. Since _CZ?* is a con- 
gruence, we have for any a, b ES, abg*a*b*, that is, (ab)*=a*b* and @ is a homo- 
morphism. Note that 
a.ub H a&Z?*b es a*=b*. 
Thus ker C#J =,u, S/p = E and (i) holds. 0 
Notice that in Example 2.7 the &?*-classes of Tare {I} and T \ { I}. Hence T is 
g*-unipotent and ,uuL =,LI so that T/p=E. But g* is not a congruence and so by 
Proposition 4.3, T is not a band of cancellative monoids. Therefore the statement 
S/p = E in Proposition 4.3 is not enough by itself to give (ii) to (v). This is in contrast 
to the situation in left inverse semigroups (see [13]). 
Let S be an g*-unipotent semigroup with band of idempotents E. Recall from 
the remark at the end of Section 1 that the relation 6 defined there is a left con- 
gruence. Now if S is also a band of cancellative monoids, then by Proposition 4.3, 
S is super 5?*-unipotent and Z’* = JZ* is a congruence. Let a, b, c E S with a&b. Since 
acX*a*c*, bc&?*b*c* and ca*c*&?k*a*c*= a*c*, we have 
ac= ba*c*ca*c*= bc(a*c*) = bc(ac)*. 
Similarly, bc=ac(bc)*, so that acsbc and 6 is a congruence. This answers, for the 
class of _!Z?*-unipotent semigroups which are bands of cancellative monoids, the 
question posed in [4]. 
Lemma 4.4. Let S be an 9*-unipotent semigroup and E be the set of its idem- 
potents. If S is a band of cancellative monoids, then S/6 is a semilattice of cancella- 
five monoids. 
Proof. Since 6 is a congruence on S, it is the minimum adequate good congruence 
on S by [4, Proposition 2.61. In particular, S/6 is an adequate semigroup. Since each 
X*-class in S contains an idempotent and 6 is good congruence, each X*-class in 
S/6 contains an idempotent. Now the result follows by [6, Proposition 2.91. 0 
Let Sr, S2 be semigroups. Assume there exist a semilattice CY and semigroup 
homomorphisms Oi of Si onto 9 (i= 1,2). Then the set 
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P=[(s,,sz)ES*XS*: s,8,=s282} 
is a subdirect product of Si and S2 called a spined product of S, and Sz (relative to 
the homomorphisms 19,, 0,). 
Inspired by [l 1, Theorem 3.21 we have the following proposition: 
Proposition 4.5. Let S be an g’*-unipotent semigroup with band of idempotents E. 
If S is a band of cancellative monoids, then S is a spined product of E and a serni- 
lattice of cancellative monoids. 
Proof. Recall from [9] that eb : E+ E/E; e&b =E(e) is a homomorphism and E/E is 
the maximum semilattice homomorphic image of E. 
Define q:S/6+E/e by (aS)v=E(a*). If aab, then a=ba*, b=ab* so that 
a*= b*a*, b*=a*b*, that is, a*Bb*. In particular, E(a*)=E(b*) so that q is well- 
defined. Clearly q is onto and since (ab)* = a*b* for any a, b E S it is easy to see that 
q is a homomorphism. Therefore, 
P={(e,a@EExS/6: E(e)=(a&q} 
is a spined product of E and S/6 which is a semilattice of cancellative monoids by 
Lemma 4.4. 
It is clear that A : S + P defined by al = (a*, aa) is a homomorphism. If (e, aa) E P, 
then E(e) = (a&q = E(a*) so that by Corollary 1.4, eBa*. Hence (ae)*=e and 
a = sea* so that asae and consequently (ae)A = (e, a@. Thus A is surjective. NOW for 
any a, b E S, (a*, ad) = (b*, ba) implies (a, b) E &* fl6 and by [4, Proposition 2.91 this 
gives a = b. Hence 1 is an isomorphism. 0 
Now we proceed to get the structure of 5?*-unipotent semigroups which are bands 
of cancellative monoids as an analogue of [ 1, Theorem 301. 
Let S be an _Z*-unipotent semigroup and E be its set of idempotents. Suppose that 
S is a band of cancellative monoids. Put E/E = 9. Note that for any e, f E E, e&f if 
and only if E(e) = E(f ), and by Corollary 1.4, E(e) is a right zero semigroup. By 
[4, Lemma 1.51 the set of idempotents of S/6 is %= {es: eE E}. Further, S/6 is a 
semilattice Cy of cancellative monoids. Write S/6 = U,, 3 T, where E= es, eE E 
and T,= L,*(S/6). Proposition 4.5 gives that S is a spined product of E and S/6 
and so we may write S = {(s*, sS): s E S}. Therefore (e, ad) E S if and only if (e, ad) E 
E(e) x Te. It follows that S = U,, y (E(e) x TC). 
For any c,,f~ % such that P>f, define rcP,f : Tz -+ Tr by an,f= af. Clearly 
a2?*(S/G)P so that afg*(S/&f, that is afe Ty and for any a, b E T,, 
(ab)naf= abf= afbf = an,fb7z,y. 
If E>f>g, then for any a5Z?*(S/6)C, 
arr,s=ag=afig=a~~~s=a~~,,~~s. 
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Notice that for any (u, a) E E(e) x T,, (0, b) l E(f) x Ty, 
(u, a)(u, 6) = (uu, ab) = (uu, abd) 
= (uu, a$b$> = (uu, a7c,Zybnf;ET). 
Thus we have proved the converse part of the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.6. Let E be a band and E = U, E j/ E, be its maximal semilattice decom- 
position. Suppose that for each CXE 9, E, is a right zero semigroup and to each 
a E 3 assign a cancellative monoid M, such that M,n Mb = 0 if a # j3. Further, 
suppose that for (Y > j3 there exists a homomorphian 
such that if (Y > p> y then n, Y = n,, p. TC~,~. Set n(y,a equal to the identity auto- 
morphism on M,. Let S = u,, D (E, x M,) and define a multiplication on S by 
(e,x)(f,y)=(ef,xx7c,,,p.y~~,,~)for any (e,x)EE,xM,, (~,Y)EE~xM~. Then S is 
an 8*-unipotent semigroup which is a band of cancellative monoids. Conversely, 
any 9*-unipotent semigroup which is a band of cancellative monoids can be con- 
structed in this manner. 
Proof. It is easy to see that S is a semigroup and that its set of idempotents 
{(e, 1,): e E E,, 1, is the identity of M,, a E f?L} 
is a semigroup. If (e, a) E E, x M,, then a straightforward calculation shows that 
(e,a)X*(e, 1,) so that S is superabundant. It is also easy to check that S is 
9*-unipotent. Finally, since the X*-classes are the sets E, xM,, it is clear that 
YZ’* is a congruence so that by Lemma 4.1, S is a band of cancellative monoids. 0 
We retain the notation of Theorem 4.6 and write S= (9, E,, M,, n, @) for the 
semigroup constructed there. Let T= (P& F,,N,, T,, p) be another 2*-unipotent 
band of cancellative monoids. Put E= U,, V E,, F= UatX F,, M= U,, ~~ M,= 
S/6, N=U a6X N, = T/6. The following corollary is essentially the same as 
[ll, Theorem 3.31: 
Corollary 4.1. If Q is an isomorphism of E onto F and 9 is an isomorphism of M 
onto N such that the diagram 
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is commutative, then the function x defined by (e, a)x = (ee, a@ for any (e, a) E S is 
an isomorphism of S onto T. Conversely, every isomorphism of S onto T can be 
expressed in this way. 
Proof. Let x be as defined above. Then, for any (e, t) E E x M, 
(e, t)ES H E(e)=tqM ++ E(e,g)=t8qN w (e@,tQ)E T 
and it is clear that B is an isomorphism of S onto T. 
Let x be an isomorphism of S onto T and define Q, 0 by putting (e, t)x = (ee, to). 
To see Q is well defined, note that if (e, u),(e, u)ES, then (e,u)9*(e, U) so that 
(e, u)xg**(e, 0)~. Hence the first coordinate of (e, u)x is the same as that of (e, u)x. 
To see that t!9 is well defined, note that if (e, t),(f, t)eS, then E(e)= tvM=E(f). 
Hence (e, t)s,(f; t) so that (e, t)xd,(f, t)x. It follows that the second coordinate of 
(e, t)x is the same as that of (f, t)x. 
Thus we have mappings T : E + F and 0 : M-+ N. It is clear that these mappings 
are homomorphisms. 
Let f E F. Since qN : N-t F/E is onto (see the proof of Proposition 4.9, there is 
an element t E N such that tq,= E(f) and (f, t) E T. Let (e, s) E S be such that 
(e,s)x = (f, t). Then e@ =f, so that Q maps E onto F. Similarly, 6’ maps A4 onto N. 
Suppose next that e@ =fe where eE E,, fEEp. Then (e,la),(f,lp)ES and 
(e, 1,)x = (ee, 1,B) E T, (f& I,@ E T. Since e@ =f@, it follows that l,B, lgO are in 
the same cancellative monoid and as they are idempotents, we must have 
1,e = lBO. Consequently 
(e, 1,)x = (ee, I,e) = (fe, l,e) = (f, la)x 
which implies e=f proving that Q is one-to-one. 
Suppose that u6’ = 00 for some U, o EM, say, u E iMU, u E Mb and let (e, u), (.k u) E S. 
Then e E E, , f E Ep. Now (ee, uQ>, (f& ui3) E T and if UC3 = u0 E NY, then e@, fe E Fy . 
Since Q is an isomorphism, it follows that c-w=p. Thus (e, u)ES, 
(6 u)x = (ee, a@ = (ee, ue) = (e, u)x 
and u = u. Therefore 0 is one-to-one. 
The commutativity of the diagram follows from the fact that for any (e, a) E E X M, 
we have: 
E(e) = aV,%, H (e,a) E S H (e, 4x E T 
H (ee,aO)ET G+ E(ee) = aBqN. 0 
The proof of the following corollary, is the same as that in [l, Theorem 3 11: 
Corollary 4.8. S is isomorphic to T if and o&y if 
(i) there is an isomorphism y of 3 onto 2X’, 
(ii) there is an isomorphism Q of E onto F, and such that for each GTE 9, 
E,e c Fay, and 
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(iii) for each CYE 9 there exists an isomorphism A, of M, onto Nay such that if 
a>,& then na,P.AB=Aa.~,y,By. 0 
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